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As we come to the end of our
first half term in dosbarth Teilo
we can reflect on a successful

start to the year for many
reasons. 

We have really enjoyed our
Inquiry considering different
diets and the factors which

influence them. We had a super
visit from the Healthy Schools
co-ordinator and found out
some amazing and shocking
facts about the sugar in our

food. We also used our thinking
skills to diamond rank different
foods and we compared the

costs of brand names v
supermarket own brands. It has
helped us all plan our event for

after half term to share our
learning with you. More to come

soon! 
We were pleased to be able to
share our Harvest service with
you to display our knowledge
and also our fast developing
oracy skills. Mr Ward was very

proud!



ICT to support
Spanish

Displaying our
learning creatively

Sorting food
groups

Our school
Our home

We have made great progress already
with our maths learning which is all

based around problem solving. We are
already starting to see brilliant

examples of children thinking through
problems and being able to articulate
their reasoning. This is a new approach

to well known topics such as place
value, addition and subtraction, but set
in real life situations. This augurs well for
future learning as the problems become

trickier.
We have gained good experience in

literacy too, writing letters, diary entries,
instruction writing, designing posters,
using ICT to support our learning and
brushing up on some key punctuation

and grammar.
We have continued to explore the

Spanish language, including singing and
making links to learning Welsh - all very

complicated, but the children have
embraced it enthusiastically!

In PSHE we have devoted a lot of time
to thinking about being ourselves, our

roles as individuals and also being part
of our class and wider school

community. 
We are looking forward to building on

this after half term, but for now we wish
you a well earned and enjoyable break!


